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FROM THE EDITORS
having read the book of myths.
and loaded the camera,
and checked the edge of the knife-blade,
I put on
the body-armor of black rubber
the absurd flippers
the grave and awkward mask ...
...First

I came to explore the wreck.
The words are purposes.
The words are maps.
I came to see the damage that was done
and the treasures that prevail.
I stroke the beam of my lamp
slowly along the flank
of something more permanent
than fish or weed
the thing I came for.
the wreck and not the story of the wreck
the thing itself and not the myth ...
Adrienne Rich, Diving Into The Wreck (1972)
Poems Selected and New,1950-1974 (Norton).

W

ealth is not a suspect class. Rodriguez. You have a right to shut down a whole plant, even if it is profitable you can shut
down part of one if you can show that you weren't able to reasonably forsee a chilling effect on union organizing in the remainder. If the community has any rights, they are not as important, given the financial investment of the corporation. DarlingtonMills.
Georgia's consensual sodomy statute does not violate equal protection. Bowers v.Hardwick. You have a right to an abortion but the
state does not have to provide access to that right. Harrisv. MacRae. White men are unfairly disadvantaged by affirmative action programs. Bakke. Sharon Kowalski and Karen Thompson are lovers who have made a life together. Sharon was involved in a car accident
that left her paralyzed and brain injured. Sharon's parents say that it is in their daughter's best interest that she never see Karen again.
In her best interest? Equality of bargaining power. Freedom. Liberty. Tm just a judge, I don't make policy:
These statements are supported by the same mysterious process: balancing. We gather a list of values and assumptions together and
assign them weights and priorities, eventually producing The Answer. Between this list and The Result lies a gap: the process. No one
is quite sure how this balancing is achieved, only that it is done by each of us every day, though some of us are more willing to admit
to the practice than others. Whose values and assumptions make up the lists? Whose weights and measures? What about our interests
and beliefs - where do they fit in?
Our information about the world develops through a complicated balancing act by newspaper editors and television journalists. They
pick and choose what we will be told, when and in what order. History is orchestrated to fit in with certain myths. Christopher
Columbus is a hero. No one mentions that he wiped out an entire race during his "discovery" of the New World. Films and books
and music fall prey to the complicated ideology of what will or will not sell. How much do people want to know, how much do they
need to hear, what will we tell them - crisis management Whose interests? Whose list?
In this issue we set out once again to ask some questions. Are we as Americans precluded from ever acting in concert by the ideology
of the individual that permeates our existence? Why have corporations been allowed to circumvent the worker safety laws In the name
of profits? Why do corporations have the right to pollute our environment, to use the media to encourage us to poison ourselves and
our neighbors, to shift the blame to their victims? Why are human beings being treated like animals at Marion, the actions of prison
officials justified as a response to a perceived threat to law and order"? What is balancing all about? What is it wdre balancing when
we balance and is it a fixed process? Apples and Oranges. Whose interests? Whose list? These questions are part of our list. Our Interests.
Our concern is with alternatives. We do have choices to make Things are not always as they appear to be. There are many possible
interpretations to be made, many voices as yet unheard. Nothing is static. We want to rummage beneath the myths. The ideas and
concepts, the values and assumptions unearthed might then be re-shaped and re-spoken to the advantage of the many rather than
the few. Ours is an effort to trace a path through the construct into a place of autonomy, to find freedom within the prison; freedom
from the inside - out
Molly Dwyer
Sara S. Nichols
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